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Abstract
Network flow is one of the most studied combinatorial optimization problems having innumerable
applications. Any flow on a directed acyclic graph G having n vertices and m edges can be
decomposed into a set of O(m) paths. The applications of such a flow decomposition range from
network routing to the assembly of biological sequences. However, in some applications, each solution
(decomposition) corresponds to some particular data that generated the original flow. Given the
possibility of multiple optimal solutions, no optimization criterion ensures the identification of the
correct decomposition. Hence, recently flow decomposition was studied [RECOMB22] in the Safe
and Complete framework, particularly for RNA Assembly. The proposed solution reported all the
safe paths, i.e., the paths which are subpath of every possible solution of flow decomposition.
They presented a characterization of the safe paths, resulting in an O(mn + outR ) time algorithm
to compute all safe paths, where outR is the size of the raw output reporting each safe path explicitly.
They also showed that outR can be Ω(mn2 ) in the worst case but O(m) in the best case. Hence, they
further presented an algorithm to report a concise representation of the output outC in O(mn + outC )
time, where outC can be Ω(mn) in the worst case but O(m) in the best case.
In this work, we study how different safe paths interact, resulting in optimal output-sensitive
algorithms requiring O(m + outR ) and O(m + outC ) time for computing the existing representations
of the safe paths. Our algorithm uses a novel data structure called Path Tries, which may be of
independent interest. Further, we propose a new characterization of the safe paths resulting in the
optimal representation of safe paths outO , which can be Ω(mn) in the worst case but requires optimal
O(1) space for every safe path reported. We also present a near-optimal algorithm to compute all
the safe paths in O(m + outO log n) time. The new representation also establishes tighter worst case
bounds Θ(mn2 ) and Θ(mn) bounds for outR and outC (along with outO ), respectively.
Overall we further develop the theory of safe and complete solutions for the flow decomposition
problem, giving an optimal algorithm for the explicit representation, and a near-optimal algorithm
for the optimal representation of the safe paths.
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Introduction

Network flow is one of the most studied problems in theoretical computer science with
innumerable applications. For a flow network with a unique source s and a unique sink t,
every valid flow can be decomposed into a set of weighted s-t paths and cycles [7]. For a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) such a decomposition contains only paths. Such path (and
cycle) view of a flow indicates how information optimally passes from s to t, being a key step
in network routing problems (e.g. [10, 6, 9, 15]), transportation problems (e.g. [16, 17]), or
in the more recent and prominent application of reconstructing biological sequences (RNA
transcripts, see e.g. [18, 23, 8, 5, 22, 27], or viral quasi-species genomes, see e.g. [2, 1]).
Finding the minimum flow decomposition (i.e., having the minimum number of paths
and cycles) is NP-hard, even if the flow network is a DAG [25]. This hardness result led to
research on approximation algorithms [9, 21, 19, 15, 3], and FPT algorithms [12]. Practical
approaches usually employ the standard greedy width heuristic [25], repeatedly removing
an s-t path carrying the most amount of flow. Recently, another pseudo-polynomial-time
heuristic was proposed [20] for biological data, which tries to iteratively simplify the graph
such that the flow decomposition problem can be solved locally at some vertices.
In the routing and transportation applications, an optimal flow decomposition indicates
how to send some information from s to t, and thus any optimal decomposition is satisfactory.
However, this is not the case in the prominent application of reconstructing biological
sequences, since each flow path represents a reconstructed sequence: a different optimal set
of flow paths encodes different biological sequences, which may differ from the real ones.
For a concrete example, consider the following application. In complex organisms, a gene
may produce more RNA molecules (RNA transcripts, i.e., strings over an alphabet of four
characters), each having a different abundance. Currently, given a sample, one can read
the RNA transcripts and find their abundances using high-throughput sequencing [26]. This
technology produces short overlapping substrings of the RNA transcripts. The main approach
for recovering the RNA transcripts from such data is to build an edge-weighted DAG from
these fragments and to transform the weights into flow values by various optimization criteria,
and then to decompose the resulting flow into an “optimal” set of weighted paths (i.e., the
RNA transcripts and their abundances in the sample) [14]. Clearly, if there are multiple
optimal flow decomposition solutions, then the reconstructed RNA transcripts may not match
the original ones, and thus be incorrect. Thus, the best possible solution is to find whatever
can be safely reported as being correct.

1.1

Problem Definition and Related Work

Recently, Ma et al. [13] were the first to address the issue of multiple solutions to the flow
decomposition problem, under a probabilistic framework. Later, they [28] solve a problem
(AND-Quant), which, in particular, leads to a quadratic-time algorithm for the following
problem: given a flow in a DAG, and edges e1 , e2 , . . . , ek , decide if in every flow decomposition
there is always a decomposed flow path passing through all of e1 , e2 , . . . , ek . Thus, by taking
the edges e1 , e2 , . . . , ek to be the edges of a path p, the AND-Quant problem can decide if a
path p (i.e., a given biological sequence) appears in all flow decompositions. This indicates
that p is likely part of some original RNA transcript.
Another popular approach to address the issue of multiple solutions is the safety framework,
which was introduced by Tomescu and Medvedev [24] for the genome assembly problem
from bioinformatics. For a problem admitting multiple solutions, a partial solution is said to
be safe if it appears in all solutions to a problem. For the flow decomposition problem, a
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path p is safe if for any flow decomposition into paths P = {p1 , . . . , pk }, it holds that p is a
subpath of some pi . Considering the weight, a path p is further called w-safe if, in any flow
decomposition, p is a subpath of some path(s) in Pf whose total weight is at least w.
Khan et al. [11] built upon the AND-Quant problem by addressing flow decomposition
under the safety framework. They presented a local characterization of safe flow paths
as compared to the global characterization of AND-Quant. It was directly adaptable to
give an optimal verification algorithm, and a simple enumeration algorithm enumerating
all safe paths in O(mn + out) time by applying the characterization on a candidate flow
decomposition using the standard two pointer algorithm 1 . They presented the maximal safe
paths out in two formats, the raw output outR reported each safe path explicitly, and a
concise representation outC which combined the safe paths occurring contiguously in the
candidate flow decomposition. Using a worst case example they also proved that the size
of outR can be Ω(mn2 ) in the worst case and O(m) in the best case, whereas that of outC
can be Ω(mn) in the worst case and O(m) in the best case. However, in their solution the
concise representation of the solution depends on the underlying candidate solution used,
which hence does not optimize the concise representation. Moreover, they did not address
whether the concise representation is the most succinct approach to represent the safe paths.

1.2

Our results

Our main contributions can be described as follows:
1. Merge-Diverge Property of safe paths. We develop the theory of safe paths for flow
decomposition further by studying the conditions for interaction of safe paths. We prove
that two safe paths cannot merge at a vertex (or a set of vertices) and later diverge.
2. Optimal output-sensitive enumeration algorithms for the current representations. We use the merge-diverge property to present optimal output-sensitive algorithms
for enumerating all safe paths explicitly in O(m + outR ) time and their optimal concise
representation in O(m + outC ) time. Our algorithms uses a novel application of the Trie
on paths, referred as Path Tries which may be of independent interest.
3. Optimal representation of safe paths. We present a novel characterization of safe
paths outO allowing us to represent a safe path optimally, requiring O(1) space for every
reported path.
I Remark 1. In the worst case both concise representation outC [11] and our optimal
representation outO may require Ω(mn) space, however space required per reported path
can be much larger for outC than the optimal O(1) of outO .
4. Near optimal algorithm for the optimal output format. We present an algorithm
to report all safe paths using the optimal representation in O(m + outO log n) time.
5. Tighter worst case bounds on outR and outC . Our characterization allows us to
prove matching upper bounds for the worst case lower bounds [11] on outR and outC .

2

Preliminary

Consider a directed acyclic flow graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n vertices and |E| = m edges,
where each edge e has a flow (or weight) f (e) passing through it. For simplicity we assume
1

Along a sample solution, the keeping the left end at the start, the right end is moved along the solution
as long as the path is safe (evaluated using verification algorithm). This is reported as a maximal safe.
Then right end is extended by an edge making the path unsafe, followed by moving the left pointer
right until it is safe again. The process is repeated to report the next maximal safe path, and so on.
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the graph is connected giving m ≥ n − 1. For each vertex u, fin (u) and fout (u) denotes the
total flow on its incoming edges and total flow on its outgoing edges, respectively. A vertex
v in the graph is called a source if fin (v) = 0 and a sink if fout (v) = 0. The set of sources
and sinks of the graph G is denoted by Source(G) and Sink(G) respectively. Every other
vertex v satisfies the conservation of flow fin (v) = fout (v), making the graph a flow graph.
For the vertex u, fmax (·, u) (or fmax (u, ·)) denotes the maximum value of flow on the
incoming edges (or outgoing edges) of u. The corresponding edge is represented by emax (·, u)
(or emax (u, ·)) and its other endpoint (except u) is represented by vmax (·, u) (or vmax (u, ·)).
Note that in case multiple incoming edges (or outgoing edges) have the maximum flow
value, we prefer the edge whose other endpoint (except u) appears first in the topological
order, making emax (·, u) (or emax (u, ·)) and vmax (·, u) (or vmax (u, ·)) distinct. Hence, it is
referred as preferred maximum incoming (or outgoing) edge/vertex. Further, we represent
e∗max (·, u) (or e∗max (u, ·)) as the unique maximum incoming (or outgoing) edge if fmax (·, u)
(or fmax (u, ·)) corresponds to exactly one edge making it equal to emax (·, u) (or emax (u, ·)) in
∗
such a case, and null otherwise. We similarly define its other endpoint (except u) vmax
(·, u)
∗
(or vmax (u, ·)) which is called unique maximum incoming (or outgoing) vertex.
For a path p in the graph, |p| represents the number of its edges. A vertex u is called as
being on the left of a vertex v on the path, if v is reachable from u on the path. Similarly, in
such a case the vertex v is called as being on the right of a vertex u on the path. For any path
p (or edge) we define its left extension to be a path created from p by repeatedly prepending
the path with the unique maximum incoming edge of the first vertex of the (updated) path.
Similarly, we define the right extension of a path to be a path created by repeatedly adding
the unique maximum outgoing edge of the last vertex of the (updated) path.
The flow decomposition of G is a set of weighted paths Pf such that the flow on each
edge in the G equals the sum of the weights of the paths containing it. A path p is called
w-safe if, in every possible flow decomposition, p is a subpath of some paths in Pf whose
total weight is at least w. A w-safe path with w > 0, is called a safe flow path, or simply
safe path. A safe path is left maximal (or right maximal) if extending it to the left (or right)
with any edge makes it unsafe. A safe path is maximal if it is both left and right maximal.
The safety of a path can be characterized by its excess flow (see Figure 1) and properties of
safe paths, described as follows.

Figure 1 The excess flow of a path is the incoming or outgoing flow (blue) that passes through
the path despite the flow (red) leaking at its internal vertices (reproduced from [11]).

I Definition 2 (Excess flow [11]). The excess flow fp of a path p = {u1 , u2 , ..., uk } is
fp = f (u1 , u2 ) −

X
ui ∈{u2 ,...,uk−1 }
v6=ui+1

f (ui , v) = f (uk−1 , uk ) −

X

f (v, ui )

ui ∈{u2 ,...,uk−1 }
v6=ui−1

where the former and later equations are called diverging and converging criterion, respectively.

I Theorem 3. [Safe flow paths [11]] Safety of flow decomposition satisfy the following.
(a) A path p is w-safe iff its excess flow fp ≥ w > 0.
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(b) The converging and diverging criteria for a path p = {u1 , · · · , uk } are equivalent to
fp =

k−1
X
i=1

f (ui , ui+1 ) −

k−1
X

fout (ui ) =

i=2

k−1
X
i=1

f (ui , ui+1 ) −

k−1
X

fin (ui ).

i=2

(c) Adding an edge (u, v) to the start or the end of a path in the flow graph, reduces its
excess flow by fin (v) − f (u, v), or fout (u) − f (u, v), respectively.
Additionally, we use the following data structure for answering the level ancestor queries.
I Theorem 4 (Level Ancestors [4]). A given tree with n vertices can be preprocessed in O(n)
time to report the level ancestor LA(v, d) for a vertex v at a depth d in O(1) time.

3

Interaction of Safe Paths

The previous work [11] focused on properties of safe paths useful for applying the characterization directly in verification and enumeration algorithms. We now explore further properties
of safe walks particularly related to the interaction of safe paths and its consequences.
I Lemma 5. [Merge Diverge] Two safe paths cannot merge (through distinct edges) at an
intermediate vertex (or vertices) and then diverge (through distinct edges).
Proof. Let two safe paths p and p0 merge at a vertex v1 , entering v1 respectively by distinct
edges e1 and e01 , and then diverge at a vertex v2 , leaving v2 respectively by distinct edges e2
and e02 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 The diverging and converging criterion applied to path p and p0 respectively.

Using Theorem 3c we know that removing an edge from the end of a path increases
the excess flow and hence remains safe. Thus, the subpaths {e1 · · · , e2 } and {e01 , · · · , e02 } of
safe paths p and p0 respectively, are also safe. By diverging criterion of the safe path p we
have f (e1 ) > f (e02 ). On the other hand, by converging criterion of the safe path p0 we have
f (e02 ) > f (e1 ), which is a contradiction.
J
This merge-diverge property has an interesting consequence on the structure of a safe
path having an edge that is not a unique maximum outgoing edge of a vertex.
I Lemma 6. Any safe path having an edge e(u, v) 6= e∗max (u, ·), can be extended to the left
using only unique maximum incoming edges.
Proof. Consider a path p containing e1 (u, v) 6= e∗max (u, ·), which extends to the left of u using
edges containing an edge which is not a unique maximum incoming edge e2 (x, y) 6= e∗max (·, y).
Now, using Theorem 3c we know subpath created by removing edges from the end is safe,
as removing such edges only increases the excess flow. Hence, the subpath p : {e2 · · · e1 }
is safe. Further, Theorem 3c also implies that a path p0 replacing (x, y) with an alternate
e02 = emax (·, y), and (u, v) with an alternate e01 = emax (u, ·) is also safe, as we replace an
edge with another having at least the same weight. Note that e01 and e02 always exists since e1
and e2 are not unique maximum edges. Thus, both p : {e2 · · · e1 } and p0 : {e02 · · · e01 } are safe
which merge at y and then diverge at u using distinct edges, which is a contradiction. J
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Figure 3 Problem with the simplistic approach. While processing the vertex e, we get two safe
paths p1 :< a, b, d, e > and p2 :< a, c, d, e >. As we continue processing to reach h, both p1 and
p2 are extended through f to get p11 :< a, b, d, e, f, h, i > and p21 :< a, c, d, e, f, h, i >. However,
when extending through g both get trimmed to give the same p12 , p22 :< d, e, g, h, i >. Further, the
paths p11 and p22 are again extended through j and k (recall the two pointer algorithm) to get four
paths, p111 , p211 :< d, e, f, h, i, j, l > and p112 , p212 :< d, e, f, h, i, k, l >. Moreover, paths p12 , p22
can also be extended through j and k to get p121 , p221 :< h, i, j, l > and p122 , p222 :< h, i, k, l >.
We thus obtain duplicate paths representing the same safe paths from different sources, and some
non-maximal paths (p122 , p222 ) which are subpath of the other reported paths.

4

Optimal computation of Raw Safe paths

The essential bottle-neck of the previous approach [11] was the use of a candidate flow
decomposition, on whose subpaths the safety criteria was evaluated. The computation of a
candidate flow decomposition itself requires O(mn) time making it suboptimal. In order to
avoid it we are required to process the graph in a structured manner. Given the graph is a
DAG, the topological ordering of the graph serves this purpose.
A simple approach is to follow the topological order and maintain all maximal safe paths
ending at the currently processed vertex explicitly. And use the two pointer algorithm to
extend it as we continue processing the vertices in the topological order. However, to avoid
duplicate and non-maximal results we need to identify the common suffixes of the safe paths,
which can be processed accordingly (see Figure 3). Fortunately, for strings the data structure
Trie (considered on reversed strings) serves exactly for the same purpose which motivates us
to use Tries for storing all the left maximal safe paths ending at a vertex as follows.

4.1

Data structures Tu and Lu

We build a Trie structure Tu treating the reverse paths ending at a vertex u as strings, such
that the common suffixes of the paths are combined. Note that a vertex v can appear multiple
times in the Path Trie, if multiple paths containing v do not share v in their common suffix.
All left maximal safe paths ending at a vertex u are hence maintained in Tu . Additionally,
we maintain a linked list Lu of the leaves of Tu along with the path’s corresponding excess
flow, i.e. Lu = {(v1 , f1 ), (v2 , f2 ), · · · }. Consider Figure 4, we show the path tries at the
vertices e, i and l for the graph shown in Figure 3. Note that the leaves represent the left
maximal safe paths without repetition or storing subpaths as in the simplistic approach.

4.2

Algorithm

The main idea behind our approach is to uniquely extend each safe path ending at a vertex
to its preferred maximum out-neighbour in constant time associated with each edge. For
the rest of the out-neighbours, we can build their safe paths from scratch at the expense
of the path length. This requires us to process the vertices in the topological order of the
graph, such that all the safe paths ending at a vertex are computed before it is processed.
We maintain the left maximal safe paths ending at a vertex u in the Path Trie Tu and the
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Figure 4 Path Trie structure storing the left maximal paths ending at vertices (a) Te with Le ,
(b) Ti and Li , and (c) Tl and Ll .

list of safe paths Lu . Our algorithm uses optimal O(m + outR ) time, where outR is the size
of the raw output, i.e., each safe path stored explicitly, which is optimal.
Algorithm 1 describes our approach, where vertices are processed in topological order
such that while processing a vertex u, all the left maximal safe paths ending at u (along with
their excess flow) are stored in Tu and Lu . While processing u all its safe paths are evaluated
for a possible extension to its preferred maximum outgoing neighbour v ∗ = vmax (u, ·), which
always exists except when u is a sink. Note that v ∗ is not the unique maximum outgoing
∗
neighbour (vmax
(u, ·)) rather preferred (vmax (u, ·)), so that Tu can be used to extend to some
vertex in case there is no unique maximum. Additionally, when u is a source, we have an
empty Tu , so we have no safe paths to extend. Hence, for the other cases we check all paths
in Lu for possible extension to v ∗ using Theorem 3c. For this we add the complete Tu as a
child of Tv . Thereafter, we need to trim the prefixes of paths in Tv∗ which are not safe and
compute the list of safe paths Lv∗ . Further, we need to add the safe paths using every other
outgoing edge (u, v) (v 6= v ∗ ) in the corresponding Tv .
We now process each path in Lu . The paths which are not safe on extending to (u, v ∗ )
are clearly right-maximal (and hence maximal), and hence are reported in the solution Sol.
We extend all the paths in Lu with (u, v ∗ ), and add their maximal suffixes which are safe to
Tv∗ . Note that the entire path may be safe or at least the edge (u, v ∗ ) is safe. So we start
trimming Tv∗ until the path is safe. This is done by maintaining in fx the excess flow of the
path from x to v ∗ , where fx is updated using Theorem 3c. When (u, v ∗ ) is added fx may
become negative in which case the path is trimmed from the left until fx is positive. Now,
since in a Trie an edge can be shared by multiple paths having a common suffix, we trim the
edge only if it is a leaf, and similarly add to Lv∗ only if it starts from a leaf. Hence, multiple
paths from Lv will not add the same safe path to Lv∗ as it will start from a leaf only when
the last such path is processed. This also avoids adding a non-maximal path which is a
subpath of another safe path.
Finally, we need to add the safe paths to non-preferred maximum outgoing neighbours,
which by Lemma 6 is always on a single path containing the unique maximum incoming
edges. We thus compute the single safe left extension for all such neighbours explicitly using
Theorem 3c. We do this again by maintaining the excess flow of the path from x to v in fx .
As we start the path is a single edge with fx necessarily positive, where we continue adding
the preferred maximum incoming edge to the left until fx is negative. Note that we do not
insist on a unique maximum incoming edge as required by Lemma 6 as the flow fx will itself
become negative if the preferred maximum incoming edge is not unique.
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Algorithm 1 Optimally Computing Raw representation of Safe Paths

Compute Topological Order of G
forall u ∈ V in topological order do
Compute-Safe(u)
Compute-Safe(u):
if u ∈
/ Sink(G) ∪ Source(G) then
v ∗ ← vmax (u, ·)
else v ∗ ← null
if u ∈ Source(G) then Initialize Tu with u
forall (u, v) ∈ G, v 6= v ∗ do // new paths
Add (u, v) to Tv
x ← u, fx ← f (u, v)
while x ∈
/ Source(G) and
fx − fin (x) + fmax (·, x) > 0 do
Add emax (·, x) to Tv
fx ← fx − fin (x) + fmax (·, x)
x ← vmax (·, x)

if v ∗ 6= null then
Make Tu as child of v ∗ in Tv∗
forall (x, fx ) ∈ Lu do
// Process Tu
if v ∗ = null or
fx − fout (u) + f (u, v ∗ ) ≤ 0 then
p ← Extract path from x to u in Tu
Add (p, fx ) to Sol
if v ∗ 6= null then
fx ← fx − fout (u) + f (u, v ∗ )
while fx ≤ 0 and x is leaf of Tv∗ do
y ← Parent of x in Tv∗
fx ← fx + fin (y) − f (x, y)
Remove (x, y) from Tv∗
x←y
if x is a leaf in Tv∗ then
Add (x, fx ) to Lv∗

Add (x, fx ) to Lv

4.3

Correctness

We prove the correctness of the algorithm by induction over the topological order of the
graph. The underlying invariant is as follows:
After Compute-Safe(u) is executed, all left maximal safe paths having starting vertex
and the internal vertices with topological order up to u, are stored in corresponding Tv and Lv .
Also, all maximal safe paths ending at vertices with topological order up to u, are reported in
Sol.
The base case is trivially true when no vertices are processed, as no safe paths exist.
Now, when we start processing u, using the invariant we know all the left maximal safe paths
not having u as internal vertex, and all the maximal safe paths ending at the vertex with
topological order less than u are already in Sol. So we need to process only the left maximal
paths having u, which necessarily have the last internal vertex as u, and all the maximal safe
paths ending at u must be added to Sol. The prefix (not necessarily proper) of both these
kinds of paths up to u, are clearly safe (using Theorem 3c) and hence are present in Tu and
Lu by the invariant.
Now, all the left maximal safe paths are checked for a possible extension to v ∗ by
construction, and for the remaining out-neighbours we explicitly add the single safe path
possible (Lemma 6). Further, all the paths in Lu are checked for being maximal and added
to Sol in such a case. Note that processing the vertices in the topological order ensures that
all safe paths ending at u have internal vertices already processed so that the complete path
is present in Tu and Lu before it is processed.

4.4

Analysis

The total time required by the algorithm can be associated with the edges of the graph m or
the total length of safe paths reported, i.e. size of the raw representation of the output outR .
Computing the topological order of the graph requires O(m) time. Now, for each vertex u,
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processing the paths in Lu either extends it to v ∗ in O(1) time or reporting a safe path p
and extending its subpath to v ∗ in O(|p|) time. In the former case, the length of the safe
path is increased by one (adding u), and the latter case is associated with the length of the
reported path (as each safe path is reported exactly once). For residual out-neighbours, the
time required is proportional to the size of added safe path. Hence we have the following:
I Theorem 7. Given a flow graph (DAG) having n vertices and m edges, the set of all safe
paths can be optimally reported in its raw representation in O(m + outR ) time.

5

Optimal computation of the optimal Concise Representation

Previous work [11] presented a simple algorithm for computing the concise representation of
the solution. Hence instead of reporting each safe path individually which may have overlaps
among each other, they combined several overlapping safe paths to report a single path p
along with indices representing the subpaths of p which are maximally safe.
However, their concise representation was dependent on the underlying candidate path
decomposition, which may be suboptimal. We shall now present an optimal algorithm for
computing the optimal concise representation of the solution. Our algorithm again uses
Path Tries Tu with a modified version L+
u of the list of safe paths to store the concise
representation.

5.1

Data structures Tu and L+
u

We again build a Trie structure on the reverse paths, whose common suffixes are combined.
Similar to the previous algorithm, it stores all the left maximal safe paths ending at u.
Now, the concise representation of safe paths are reported in the form {(p1 , I1 ), (p2 , I2 ), · · · },
where each path pi has maximal safe subpaths denoted by intervals Ii = {(l1 , r1 , f1 ), (l2 , r2 , f2 ), · · · }.
Each (lj , rj ) and fj denote the corresponding end vertices of the maximal safe path on pi and
its excess flow, respectively. While processing u, the partial results are maintained in the list
L+
u = {(p1 , I1 ), (p2 , I2 ), · · · } where pi are the partially built concise representation of the safe
paths, where the reported paths contain u. Further, for each Ii the last interval (lj , rj , fj ) has
rj = u representing the left maximal safe path ending at u, whereas the remaining intervals
are maximal. Note that while processing u, pi does not include the last path from lj to u.

5.2

Algorithm

The main idea behind our approach is to always attempt to extend a path pi of the concise
representation with the interval corresponding to a safe path that overlaps the most with pi .
Clearly, while extending the left maximal safe paths on u to its out-neighbours, the maximum
such overlap with pi would correspond to the safe path ending at the preferred maximum
outgoing neighbour v ∗ , which is hence added to pi . However, in case multiple paths pi , pj in
the concise representation add exactly the same safe path pv∗ corresponding to v ∗ , it is not
optimal to add pv∗ to both pi and pj . In such a case pv∗ can be added to anyone such path
(say pi ), and pj will add the maximum overlapping path pv corresponding to some other
out-neighbour v of u, if it exists. If no such neighbour exists, we will report pj in the solution
having the last interval ending at u. And in case the safe path pv0 of some out-neighbour v 0 of
u is not accommodated in the existing paths of the concise representation, we add a new path
pv0 to the concise representation. The optimality of our concise representation is guaranteed
by our choice of maximum overlap, ensuring a new path in the concise representation is
always of the minimum length.
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Consider Algorithm 2, similar to the previous algorithm we process each vertex in the
topological order, and when a vertex u is processed its Tu and L+
u have already been computed
by its incoming neighbours. Similar to the previous approach for each out-neighbour v of
u, that is not the preferred maximum out-neighbour of u exactly a single safe path exists
containing the unique maximum incoming edges (Lemma 6). We compute it similar to the
previous algorithm for each v from scratch, and update its corresponding Tv , inserting the
path pv temporarily to L+
v as a new path. This path can potentially be added to some
existing path in L+
,
for
which
we mark the starting vertex of pv in Tu .
u
Now, for the unique maximum outgoing neighbour v ∗ of u, we add Tu as a child of v ∗
∗
in Tv∗ and attempt to extend each path pk in L+
u to v using Theorem 3c. Similar to the
previous algorithm, this is accompanied by triming the leaves of last interval of pk from Tu if
they are not safe in Tv∗ . Again, if the start of the safe path x for v ∗ is no longer a leaf, then
the same safe subpath is shared by some other safe path in L+
u . In such a case we do not
extend pk to v ∗ , rather either (a) extend it to the out-neighbour v of u having the maximum
overlap (lowest vertex marked in Tu along the last interval of pk ) which is not a unique
maximum out-neighbour of u, or (b) terminate pk at u including it as its last interval. Thus,
while processing Tu for each path in L+
u we deal with five distinct cases (see Algorithm 2).
(a) v ∗ is null because u ∈ Source(G): The list L+
u is empty and each out-neighbour v of
u is addressed as non-preferred maximum out-neighbour adding the corresponding edge
to their Tv and L+
v computing from scratch.
(b) v ∗ is null because u ∈ Sink(G): For all paths in L+
u , the left limit x reaches u (as fx
is always negative and no out-neighbour exists to mark a vertex in Tu ), which is hence
updated to include the last interval of Ik and added to Sol.
(c) Path pk is extended to include v ∗ : The safe path is unique to pk and hence the left
limit of safe path x is always a leaf, terminating as soon as fx > 0 and added to L+
v∗
accordingly. Note that no vertex before reaching fx > 0 could have been marked, as left
limit of v ∗ would be the lowest among all out-neighbours of u.
(d) Path pk is extended to include some v 6= v ∗ : This is possible only if the safe path
for v ∗ is not unique to pk , i.e., x is no longer a leaf. Then maximum overlap is the lowest
vertex along x to u path, to which pk is added accordingly.
(e) Path pk is not extended and reported in Sol: This is possible again when safe
path for v ∗ is not unique, so x is no longer a leaf and x reaches u similar to case (b).

5.3

Correctness and Analysis

The optimality of outC is ensured by appending a path in outC with the safe path having
the maximum overlap with the existing path. This is ensured by processing the marked
vertices bottom-up, which represent the start vertex of the safe paths corresponding to the
out-neighbour v of u, which is not a unique maximum out-neighbour of u. This guarantees
that in case the path cannot be uniquely extended to v ∗ , the vertex v with the maximum
overlap is selected resulting in an optimal concise representation.
The total time taken while processing u is dominated by the processing of L+
u and building
the safe paths for those out-neighbours of u which are not unique maximum out-neighbours
of u, from scratch. Consider the cases (a), (b), (c) and (e), the time taken in processing L+
u
can be easily associated with the length of the path pk in L+
u since it will be reported exactly
once (cases (b) and (e)), and removed from the last interval exactly once (case (c)). Case
(a) is also easy to associate as it increases the corresponding paths in L+
v , and hence can be
associated with its length.
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The only hard case is (d) as it computes the safe path for v from scratch, but extends
it on an existing pk ∈ L+
u which takes more time than the increase in pk . However, note
that this is possible only when the left limit x is no longer a leaf, which implies that the
extra processed path is a common suffix of multiple paths in L+
u . And hence the suffix
was accounted for only once for multiple paths, and now when pk is detached from the
common suffix the cost of the processed path can be associated with that of the detached
path (previously unaccounted being a part of the common suffix). Thus, all the steps can be
accounted for with the length of outC and we get the following.
I Theorem 8. Given a flow graph (DAG) having n vertices and m edges, the optimal concise
representation outC of the safe paths can be optimally reported in O(m + outC ) time.
Algorithm 2 Optimally Computing concise Representation of Safe Paths

Compute Topological Order of G
forall u ∈ V in topological order do
Compute-Safe-CompR(u)
Compute-Safe-CompR(u): if
u∈
/ Sink(G) ∪ Source(G) then
v ∗ ← vmax (u, ·)
else v ∗ ← null
if u ∈ Source(G) then Initialize Tu with u
forall (u, v) ∈ G, v 6= v ∗ do // new paths
Add (u, v) to Tv
x ← u in Tu , fx ← f (u, v)
while x 6= leaf of Tu and
fx − fin (x) + fmax (·, x) > 0 do
Add emax (·, x) to Tv
fx ← fx − fin (x) + fmax (·, x)
x ← vmax (·, x) in Tu
Add (∅, {(x, v, fx )}) to L+
v
Push v to M ark[x]
Add x to M
if v ∗ 6= null then
Add Tu as child of v ∗ in Tv∗

forall (pk , Ik ) ∈ L+
// Process Tu
u do
(li , u, fi ) ← Last of Ik , x ← li in Tu
if v ∗ = null then fx ← −∞
else fx ← fi − fout (u) + f (u, v ∗ )
while fx ≤ 0 and M ark[x] = ∅ and
x 6= u do
y ← Parent of x in Tu
if y is not a leaf in Tu then
fx ← fx + fin (y) − f (x, y)
Remove (x, y) from Tu
x←y
p ← Path from li to x in Tu
pk ← pk ∪ {p \ {x}}
if fx > 0 then
if li 6= x then Add (x, v ∗ , fx ) to Ik
else Last of Ik ← (li , v ∗ , fx )
Add (pk , Ik ) to L+
v∗
else
if Mark[x] 6= ∅ then
v ← Pop from Mark[x]
(∅, Iv ) ← Pop from L+
v
Add (pk , Iv ∪ Ik ) to L+
v
else Add (pk ∪ {x}, Ik ) to Sol
forall x ∈ M do Clear Mark[x]
Clear M

6

Optimal Representation of Safe paths

The raw representation of the safe paths outR can take Θ(mn2 ) space and hence time in
the worst case. The previous work [11] presented a concise representation of the safe paths
reporting a combination of the overlapping safe paths along with its indices, requiring total
Θ(mn) space. However, it may not be optimal as the total size of this concise representation
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may be much larger than the number of safe paths. We thus present an optimal representation
of the safe path whose size requires Θ(1) space for every safe path reported.

6.1

Representative edge with left and right extensions

Lemma 6 presents an interesting property about safe paths being extendible in a preferred
way to the left for edges which are not unique maximum outgoing edges of some vertex. We
extend the notion further by considering a representative edge for each safe path such that
the maximal path can always be generated by extending it to the left along unique maximum
incoming edges and to the right along unique maximum outgoing edges as follows.
I Theorem 9 (Representative edge). Given a flow graph (DAG), every safe path p can be
described using a representative edge ep , such that p can be constructed by extending ep to the
left along the unique maximum incoming edges and to the right along the unique maximum
outgoing edges.
Proof. Given a maximal safe path p, let e(x, y) ∈ p be the leftmost edge such that e(x, y) 6=
e∗max (·, y). If no such edge exists, we define the last edge as the representative edge of p,
where rest of p is along its unique maximum incoming edges (left extension of e) proving the
existence of the representative edge.
Now, by definition the prefix of p on the left of e is along the unique maximum incoming
edges (left extension of e), so we only need to prove that the suffix of p after e is along
the unique maximum outgoing edges (or the right extension of e). We shall prove it by
contradiction, hence assume there exist an edge e0 (a, b) ∈ p to the right of e such that
e0 (a, b) 6= e∗max (a, ·). Clearly, the path e∗max (·, y) ∪ p[y, a] ∪ e∗max (a, ·) is also safe using
Theorem 3c. However, this violates the merge-diverge property (Lemma 5) contradicting our
assumption and proving the existence of e as the representative edge of p.
J
I Remark 10. Every safe path contains a representative edge which is either the last edge
which is also unique maximum incoming edge, or an edge which is not a unique maximum
incoming edge. For the sake of uniformity, in case multiple edges satisfy this property (not
being unique maximum incoming edge) for a safe path p, we consider ep to be the rightmost
such edge.
Note that the safe paths when represented using such a representation requires O(1)
space per safe path to store the representative edge and its two endpoints, where a single
representative edge may store multiple pairs of endpoints representing individual safe paths.
We assume that the unique maximum incoming and outgoing edges of each vertex are known
which can be pre-computed in O(m) time and stored using O(n) space.

6.2

Approach

As described previously in Remark 10, the representative edge e can be either (a) an edge
which is not aunique maximum incoming edge, or (b) a unique maximum incoming edge.
The former case is non-trivial as the edge can represent multiple safe paths, whereas the
latter is trivial as the edge can represent at most one (can be zero) maximal safe path ending
at e. So here we describe only the non-trivial case as trivial can be computed similarly.
Consider Figure 5 (a), where the edge (d, e) is a edge which is not a unique maximum
incoming edge of e. The path < a, b, c, d > is its left extension (along unique maximum
incoming edges), and the path < e, f, g, h > is its right extension (along unique maximum
outgoing edges). Now, once we compute the left and right extensions we can easily compute
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Figure 5 Graphs describing (a) the left and right extensions of a representative edge, and (b)
the cumulative losses on extension along each edge.

all the safe paths represented by (d, e) using two pointer approach in time proportional to
length of the path. We get the maximal safe paths < b, c, d, e, f > and < d, e, f, g, h >.
However, assuming we have pre-computed the left and right extensions we can compute
all the safe paths using binary search along the path in time O(log n) times the number
of safe paths. This can be done by pre-computing the loss for extension along each edge
(Theorem 3c) and storing the cumulative value on the edge. Now, we find the safe paths as
follows. Given the flow on (d, e) is 30 we search for the leftmost minimum value greater than
−30 which we find as (b, c) with value −15 giving a left maximal safe path. We make it right
maximal (and hence maximal) by searching for the rightmost minimum value greater than
−30 + 15 = −15 which we find as (e, f ), giving our maximal safe path from b to f using two
binary searches. Now, to find the next maximal we extend it to right including (f, g) and
again find the left maximal on −30 + 20 as (d, e), and thereafter right maximal on −30 + 0 as
(g, h), giving the second maximal safe path from d to h using another two binary searches.

6.3

Data structures

As described in our approach above we require pre-computed left and right extensions for
each edge along with the cumulative losses on each edge for efficient search of the maximal
safe paths. This can be efficiently computed by building all possible left and right extensions
separately which will form two forests corresponding to all unique maximum incoming and
outgoing edges. Further for O(1) time access to elements on these forests for binary search
we require the classical Level ancestor data structure.
1. Unique maximum incoming and outgoing forests Fi and Fo .
For each vertex in the graph, we add the unique maximum incoming edge (if exists) to
Fi . Clearly, each vertex has at most one incoming neighbour (parent) making Fi a forest.
Similarly, for each vertex, we add the reverse of the unique maximum outgoing edge (if
exists) and Fo . Again, each vertex has at most one incoming neighbour as a parent (as
we added reverse edges), making Fo .
Now, for each vertex v in the forest Fi we store the cumulative loss ci [v] (using Theorem 3c)
along the path v to the root of its tree root[Fi (v)]. The cumulative loss for any subpath
from v to u (where u is ancestor of v in Fi ), can be simply computed as ci [u] − ci [v].
Similarly, we store the cumulative loss for each vertex v on Fo in co [v]. The corresponding
forests Fi and Fo for Figure 3 are shown in Figure 6. Clearly, these structures can be
computed in O(m) time.
2. Level ancestors LAi and LAo
We use Theorem 4 to compute the data structure on Fi and Fo using O(n) time, for
reporting the level ancestors LAi (v, d) and LAi (v, d) of a vertex v at depth d in O(1)
time.
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Figure 6 For the graph in Figure 3 we show (a) the unique maximum incoming forest Fi and (b)
the unique maximum outgoing forest Fo . Note that l (in Fi ) and i (in Fo ) do not have a parent in
the absence of corresponding unique maximum edges.

6.4

Algorithm

We now describe how our approach (described on paths) can be used to compute the optimal
representation of all the maximal safe paths in O(m + outO log n) time.
We first address computing all non-trivial safe paths. Consider each edge which is not
unique maximum incoming edge, say e(u, v) 6= e∗max (·, u). We use the two pointer algorithm
as described in [11] however in each step we perform a binary search to compute each safe
path in O(log n) time. The binary search computes the excess flow on a path using the values
of co [v], ci [v], and probes an element by considering ancestors of u in Fi and ancestors of v in
Fo which can be directly accessed in O(1) time using LAi and LAo structures. The optimal
output reports a list of pairs of end vertices for maximal safe paths represented by e(u, v).
However, we avoid this algorithm if the maximal safe path containing e is the single edge e,
which is typically not reported. This can be evaluated in O(1) time using Theorem 3c in
both left and right directions.
For computing the trivial paths, we need to compute all maximal safe paths containing
only unique maximum incoming edges. We simply look at the leaves of Fi and search for
the left maximal path ending on it, and thereafter continue the search using a modified two
pointer algorithm (using binary search) on its ancestors. However, we need to ensure two
aspects. Firstly, we do not perform a binary search in case there exist no maximal safe path,
which is only possible if (a) f (u, v) > |ci [u]|, implying the entire path to root is safe, and (b)
f (emax (v, ·)) > |ci [v]| implying the path till v is not maximal. In case only (a) is true we
report a single safe path from the root to v, and if both are true we skip the leaf. Secondly,
the two pointer algorithm on internal vertices may repeat the safe paths reported by other
leaves as the internal vertices may be shared. Hence we mark the internal vertices which
have been processed so as to avoid repetition of processing and results.

6.5

Implementation details

For the sake of completeness we now describe the two pointer algorithm using binary search
on Fi and Fo in detail.
The algorithm computes all pairs of end points for safe paths represented by e(u, v) as
follows. It first computes the start of left maximal safe path ending at v by performing a
binary search on the ancestors of u in Fi . It computes the highest ancestor l of u such that
excess flow of l to v is positive, i.e. ci [l] < ci [u] + f (e). This search involves accessing the
ancestor at mid-depth directly in O(1) time using LAi (u, d[u]/2) and so on for the whole
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binary search. Thereafter, the algorithm computes the end r of right maximal path starting
from l in ancestors of v in Fo such that excess flow of the path < l, · · · , u, v, · · · , r > is
positive, i.e. highest ancestor of v such that to co [r] < f (e) + ci [u] + co [v] − ci [l]. We record
[r, l] with the corresponding flow f (e) + ci [u] − ci [l] + co [v] − co [r] as a safe path for e. Then
we find the next start of the left maximal path ending at ancestor of r in Fo , i.e., using
f (e) + co [v] − co [r] instead of f (e) in the process described above. This continues until the
left maximal reaches v or the right maximal reaches the root of Fo containing v.

6.6

Correctness and Analysis

The correctness of our algorithm follows from that of the two pointer algorithm described
in [11]. By construction, we show that the algorithm requires O(1) time to check whether
a safe path exists corresponding to a representative edge, and thereafter O(log n) time to
report each safe path represented by the edge. Since any explicit representation of the safe
paths would require O(1) space for every safe path, outO is the number of safe paths. We
thus get the following result.
I Theorem 11. Given a flow graph (DAG) having n vertices and m edges, the optimal
representation outO of the safe paths can be reported in O(m + outO log n) time.

7

Space bounds for different representations of safe paths

Previous work [11] presented a worst case example demonstrating that outR and outC can
respectively be Ω(mn2 ) and Ω(mn) in the worst case and O(m) in the best case. The worst
case example graph they presented also gives a bound of Ω(mn) in the worst case and O(m)
in the best case for outO . In the light of the new characterization, we shall now understand
these bounds in more detail.
Using Theorem 9, we know that every safe path can be represented as an edge with a
subpath of its left and right extensions. Now, in the worst case each of the edge m edges
can have left and right extensions of length O(n) each, making a complete path of O(n) size.
Using the two pointer algorithm we know, that the number of maximal safe paths on a path
p are |p|. Hence, for each edge we can have O(n) safe paths, each of possibly O(n) edges in
the worst case.
This establishes an upper bound of O(mn2 ) on the size of outR matching the Ω(mn2 )
bound of [11], proving the tight bound of Θ(mn2 ) on outR in the worst case. Further, since
each edge with its extensions creates a valid path for outC , having O(n) length and O(n)
indices on every path, we also get O(mn) bound for outC and outO , resulting in tight worst
case bound of Θ(mn) for both outC and outO .
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8

Conclusion

We study the optimization of the solutions for the safety of flow paths in a given flow graph
(DAG), which has applications in various domains, including the more prominent assembly
of biological sequences. The previous work characterized such paths giving an optimal
verification algorithm but suboptimal enumeration algorithms, which required computing a
candidate flow decomposition taking Ω(mn) time even when the reported solution is small.
We present output-sensitive optimal algorithms for reporting the safe paths when represented in the raw format reporting each path explicitly, and optimal concise representation
previously described. This is achieved by exploiting a crucial property related to the interaction of safe paths and a novel data structure Path Tries, which may be of independent
interest. Further, we characterized an optimal representation of the safe paths, requiring
O(1) space for every safe path reported. We also presented a near optimal algorithm to
compute the optimal representation of the safe paths. The new characterization additionally
allows us to understand the space bounds of various representations of all safe paths, where
we match the existing lower bounds with worst case upper bounds.
In the future, it would be interesting to see an optimal output-sensitive algorithm for
computing even the optimal representation of the safe paths (dropping the O(log n) factor).
It would also be interesting to see if similar properties or algorithms can be used to solve
related problems as path covers, or path decomposition for general graphs.
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